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This book helps inspire little sculptors. It illustrates easy-to-understand and fun steps of sculpting

and motivates imagination. - Learn basic sculpting skills in Little Sculptors style. - 3 easy steps to

sculpting a cute animal. - There are 28 different types of cute animal sculptures in this book. - Can

sculpt by modelling clay, air-dry clay, polymer clay, etc.
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It's interesting because I have another book by this author that I did not like nearly as much. I still

think that there should be a little clearer directions, perhaps maybe just more picture views or

something, but on the whole there were plenty of ideas in this book that I loved. I have done most of

them, am planning on going back and repeating many of them as I am making ornaments for my

Christmas tree to replace ones lost, and I found this book easier to follow. As soon as I get more

clay I am repeating these projects. Great ideas.

This book is great. It's completely visual, with very basic instructions that are easy to follow. You can



make the little animal balls in different sizes, 3 are demonstrated. If you follow the pictures which

gives you the necessary shapes to complete each animal ball you can't go wrong. With a little

creativity, you could probably adapt this to make even more animals, such as unicorns, kittens and

puppies. I recommend this for parents especially with the summer months coming. You can make

them with plasticine clay or even polymer, which i used to make the monkey, and possibly even play

dough. Be prepared to have a lot of fun. If you make them out of polymer clay, you can turn them

into permanent sculptures you can enjoy for a long time to come.

I ordered the kindle book. I think the designs are cute but the author only gives 3 steps for each

piece. The images are really bunched together. I would have given 5 stars if there were more

instructions for each piece

I love how clean and simple this book makes crafting. It explains all the steps clearly, and with

explanations on what you are doing, without bogging you down with to much information for young

minds.I looked up the website and they have more interesting stuff... the problem I ran into was it

was not in english. I really want more of these books, and cannot wait for them to be published in

english!Please make more of these available... I would snap them up in a heartbeat.

This book maybe for molding using clay or plasticine but I used these techniques and models to

make some cute fondant characters for cakes and cupcakes. I was so impressed I bought the

authors other four books.

Cute book, easy instructions.

A book for beginners, without words .. Cute little projects, only with step by step photos. Great for

kids!

Only pictures to guide you so you must have a decent knowledge of working with polymer clay

before you embark on these projects.
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